
Our best ever professional mobile UC headset 
 
 

Target customer 
Mobile professionals are always on the move, usually on the phone, and hard at work wherever they go. They 
can’t afford to run out of power or be held back by their environment. Mobile professionals need to be able to 
deliver the same level of service and high quality of work at all times. That means heavy phone usage, with lots 
of outbound calling. It also involves reliable access to the internet, e-mail and all the resources and applications 
that are available back at the office. And they could be anywhere, including at home, in the car or at a café, 
hotel, station, airport or customer site. 
 
 
 

Features and Benefits 

 Key selling points 

Challenge Feature Benefit 

 Need to make or take calls 
any time and where 

 Astounding audio with triple 
mics, WindSmart, DSP 
technology, wideband audio (PC) 

 Take calls in the most demanding 
environments 

 Need to easily manage calls 
from multiple devices 

 Mini USB adapter for PC 
connection and Bluetooth for 
smartphone/tablet connection 

 Smart Sensor technology for 
easy call management 

 Connects to all your devices (PC, 
mobile, tablet) and Smart Sensors 
know when you are ready to talk 

 I want to use my voice to 
answer incoming calls and 
for a host of other 
commands 
 

 Voice driven simple and smart 
user interface; voice recognition 
to command and control 
headset  

 Truly hands-free convenience 

 I need to have easy      
hands free access and apps 
that improve my 
productivity 

 Smart sensors, Caller name 
announcement (PBAP), voice 
commands, Voice Recognition 
button, MyHeadset app, 
Vocalyst service 

 The combination of mobile apps, 
smart sensors, and voice commands 
brings a new level of value to 
business users that is unmatched on 
the market 



 I don’t want to run out of 
battery power 

 Portable charging case 

 Desktop charging stand 

 Battery meter on iPhone, 
Android & PC Icon tray 

 Spoken battery alerts 

 Multiple ways to check battery status 
and to charge headset provide worry- 
free all day operations 

 
 
 

Headlines 
Intelligent communications in and out of the office 
Voyager Legend™ UC: our best ever professional mobile UC headset 
Finally, a headset that works hard to make UC communication simple. 
The only UC headset you need for everywhere you work. 
 
 
 

25 words (option 1) 
Plantronics Voyager Legend™ UC meets the demands of 
mobile professionals like never before. With connectivity 
to PC, smartphone, or tablet, sensors, precisely-tuned 
audio, voice controls and advanced charging accessories 
– it’s the only headset you need for your mobile life. 
 

25 words (option 2) 
Plantronics Voyager Legend™ UC is the mobile 
professional’s complete headset solution. With 
connectivity to PC, smartphone, or tablet, intuitive 
sensors, voice commands, advanced charging accessories 
and precision-tuned audio – it’s built for how you work 
today and into the future. 
 
 

50 words (option 1) 
Plantronics Voyager Legend™ UC meets the demands of 
mobile professionals like never before, with connectivity 
to PC, smartphone or tablet. Smart sensors anticipate 
your needs, voice alerts keep you informed and voice 
commands keep you in charge. A portable case and 
desktop stand are included for anywhere charging, while 
precision-tuned triple mics cancel noise and wind like 
never before – it’s the only headset you need for your 
mobile life. 
 

50 words (option 2) 
Plantronics Voyager Legend™ UC is the most complete 
solution for your mobile life offering connectivity to PC, 
smartphone or tablet. The headset understands how you 
want to talk, with industry-first Smart Sensor™ 
technology and advanced voice commands and alerts. A 
portable charging case and desktop charging stand mean 
it’s always ready, while precision-tuned triple mics cancel 
noise and wind no matter where you land – it’s built for 
how you work today and into the future. 

100 words (option 1) 
Plantronics meets the demands of the mobile 
professional like never before with the Voyager 
Legend™ UC. It’s the Voyager family’s most complete 
solution: connectivity to PC, mobile, or tablet; 
precision-tuned triple mics for unprecedented noise 
and wind reduction; up to seven hours of talk time; a 
portable charging case for use on-the-go and a 
desktop charging stand for when you touch down. 
Industry-first Smart Sensor™ technology answers the 
call when the headset is placed on your ear, and a 
complete set of tap and talk voice commands and 
alerts — now including mobile-caller name 
announcement — means that call management is 
simple and intuitive. More than a technological leap 
forward, it’s a platform built for how you work today, 
and into the future. 
 
 

100 words (option 2) 
Plantronics Voyager Legend™ UC is the Voyager 
family’s most complete solution with connectivity to 
PC, mobile, or tablet. This is the headset that 
understands how and when you want to talk, with 
industry-first Smart Sensor™ technology that reacts 
when you put the headset on, letting you quickly take 
a call without a click. Tapping the voice command 
button provides battery level, connection status, and 
more. A portable charging case and a desktop 
charging stand mean that it’s always ready, while 
precision-tuned triple mics cancel noise and wind no 
matter where you land. Versatile and adaptable, the 
Voyager Legend UC is the only headset system you 
need for your increasingly mobile life. 



Short and Long Bullets 
 

Multi-connectivity 

 Manage PC and mobile device calls from a single headset 

 Premium wireless Bluetooth® headset system that seamlessly manages calls to and from your PC and 
mobile device 

 

Smart Sensor™ Technology 

 Smart Sensor™ technology for a seamless and intuitive user experience  
- Automatically answers calls simply by placing on your ear 
- Automatically transfers  calls between mobile phone and headset  
- When on a mobile or PC  call,  softphone presence is automatically updated 
- Eliminates accidental dialling by locking call button when headset is not worn 

 Smart Sensor™ technology revolutionises PC and mobile phone communication by working with you to 
simplify your day. 

- Senses when you put on the headset and automatically answers PC or mobile  calls 
- When headset is not worn, incoming mobile calls route directly to your mobile phone, simply  place 

the headset on and your calls automatically transfer back to the headset 
- When on a mobile or PC call, softphone presence is automatically updated  so colleagues  know you 

are available 
- Eliminates accidental dialling by locking call button when the headset is not worn 
- Automatically pauses multi-media audio when headset is removed and resumes when headset is 

replaced 
 

Mini USB adapter 

 Bluetooth® mini USB adapter for always-ready PC connectivity 

 Bluetooth® mini  USB  adapter, can stay in your laptop USB port for always-ready PC connectivity or can be 
stored in your charging case 

 

Portable case and desktop stand 

 Includes portable case and desktop stand for anywhere charging 

 Portable charging case provides up to 14 hours of additional talk time 

 Portable charging case stores headset and USB adapter and provides visual battery status for both headset 
and charging case 

 

 Desktop stand provides an elegant charging and storage solution 

 When work takes you into the office, use the desktop stand that provides an elegant charging and storage 
solution   

 

Precision microphone 

 Precision tuned triple-mic with enhanced DSP for superior noise cancellation 

 Precision tuned triple-mic with enhanced DSP, separate your speech from up to 80 decibels of background 
noise, delivering clear voice quality to you and your listener 

 

Wind protection 

 Three layers of wind noise protection 

 Enhanced WindSmart® technology provides three layers of wind protection – experience clear calls 
regardless of your environment 

 

Speech clarity  

 PC Wideband delivers heightened speech clarity 

 PC Wideband delivers heightened speech clarity, providing the best possible PC audio quality 
 



Audio quality 

 Integrated A2DP lets you listen to streaming media from your mobile phone or tablet 

 Integrated A2DP  lets you listen to streaming media from your mobile device, including your favourite 
songs, podcasts, turn-by-turn navigation and more, all from your headset  

 

SoundGuard® 

 SoundGuard® technology provides protection against audio spikes 

 Premium audio with Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for natural voice sound, and protection against audio 
spikes with SoundGuard® 

 

Voice commands 

 Use your voice to answer incoming calls and for a host of other commands 

 Use your voice to answer incoming calls, check battery, redial, put headset in pairing mode and for a host of 
other commands  

 

Voice alerts 

 Enhanced voice alerts tell you connection status, talk time remaining and more 

 Enhanced voice alerts announce remaining talk time, connection status, battery level  and mute, enabling 
you to work smarter 

 

Sensors 

 Built-in sensors provide contextual information, creating a long-lasting, adaptable platform  

 Built-in sensors provide contextual information such as proximity to applications to make them smarter, 
creating a long-lasting, adaptable platform  

 

Caller announce 

 Announces incoming caller’s name 

 Caller Name announcement for incoming mobile calls (PBAP) 

 

On‐screen battery meter 

 On‐screen headset battery meter* 

 Check your headset’s battery level from your iPhone or use our app to show meter on your Android™ (3.0 
or newer). 

*Android™ battery meter requires installation of the MyHeadset™ App 
 

Talk and Standby times 

 Up to 7 hours talk time, 11 days standby 

 Up to 7 hours talk time and 11 days standby – or use with portable charging case (included) to add up to 14 
hours of additional talk time 

 

Comfort 

 Comfort-tested for extended wear featuring sweat-proof coating (P2i) 

 A design that’s balanced, soft and flexible – perfect for extended wear and all day comfort  
 

  



Plantronics Spokes™  

 Plantronics Spokes™ software provides:  
- Call control across multiple softphones 
- Battery status meter appears as an icon in the PC System Tray  

 Plantronics Spokes™ software provides added benefits:  
- Call control across multiple softphones  
- Battery meter conveniently displays headset battery life remaining in PC icon tray  
- Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and related 

options  
- UC presence automatically updated when on a call; not only on PC calls, but also on mobile calls* 

*Feature currently works for Lync™ and Skype™ only 
 
 
 

Models 

 Available in two versions; Standard UC and Optimized for Microsoft® Lync™ 2010 to streamline calling with 
UC software  

 The Voyager Legend UC is available in two versions: 
- UC Standard version built for UC applications and softphones from Avaya®, Cisco®, IBM®, Skype® and 

more  
- Optimised for Microsoft® Lync™ 2010 and Microsoft® OCS 2007  

 
 
 
 

Product information 
 
Order information 

 Model number Part Number EAN Code 

UC standard version built for UC 
applications and softphones from Avaya®, 
Cisco®, IBM®, Skype™ and more 

Voyager Legend UC B235 87670-02 5033588038818 

 

  
 

Voyager Legend UC B235-M 87680-02 5033588038825 

 
 
Package contents 

UC headset, USB Bluetooth adapter, desktop/charging stand, charging case, USB 2.0 to Micro USB cable long, 
elegant charging adapter (tether), wall charger, spare ear bud kit, user instructions 
 
Master carton quantity 

12 units 
 
 
Shipping information 

Weight and dimensions Height (cm) Width (cm) Depth (cm) Weight (g) 

 
Single 25 18 5 400 
3 pack 19 16.5 27 1400 
12 pack 39 35 30 6000 
 



 

Product information 
 
Spares and accessories 

Description  Part Number  

Spare, AC Adapter Universal tbc 
Spare, Magnetic USB Charging cable 89032-01 
Vehicle Charging Adapter, Male Micro-USB Black 89110-01 
Spare, Eartip kit, small and foam covers, UC/mobile 89037-01 
Spare, Eartip kit, medium and foam covers, UC/mobile 89037-02 
Spare, Eartip kit, large and foam covers, UC/mobile 89037-03 
Spare, Desktop charging stand, UC/mobile 89031-01 
Spare, Charging case and micro USB cable, UC/mobile 89036-01 
Spare, Micro USB cable and charging adapter, UC/mobile 89033-01 
Spare, BT300 Bluetooth USB adapter, UC 85117-02 
Spare, BT300 BT USB adapter, MOC 85117-01 
 
 
 
 
 

Available collateral – www.plantro.net 
 Photography (product, accessories and lifestyle) 
 Product Sheet 
 Quick Sales Guide 
 Product demo 
 User Guide 
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